Background
Introduction Preeclampsia (PE) is defined as the new onset of hypertension and proteinuria after the 20 th gestational week. This complication affects 3-10% of all pregnancies [1] , and associates a higher risk of perinatal complication such as intrauterine growth restriction, prematurity and maternal mortality [2] . Although the underlying causes of PE are still unknown [3] , a number of different risk-factors have been recognized and are currently recommended in screening guidelines for its early prediction and prevention [4] [5] [6] . In fact, low-dose aspirin (LDA) has been proved to reduce the risk of PE in selected high-risk patients and it is usually recommended for preventing PE. However, there is no consensus among guidelines on how to identify those women at higher risk who might benefit from a close follow-up and prophylactic treatment with LDA.
For instance, the NICE guideline classifies women as at high-risk for PE when any major risk factor (i.e. previous PE, chronic kidney disease (CKD), autoimmune disease, diabetes mellitus (DM), or chronic hypertension (HBP)) or at least two moderate risk factors (i.e., primiparity, !40 years old, inter-pregnancy interval >10 years, obesity at first visit, family history of PE or multiple pregnancy) are present [6] . The Task Force guidelines [7] , however, defines highrisk for screening when at least one of the above risk factors (major or minor) is present, but recommends LDA only in those with more than one previous PE or one previous PE delivering preterm. The World Health Organization guideline [5] define high risk as the existence of at least one major risk factor including multiple pregnancy. Likewise, local guidelines are used in Sweden to define high-risk of PE. For example, in the region of Skåne, Sweden, the definition of high risk includes only major risk factors, and specifies that only those diabetics with vascular damage and those previous PE with severe, early or simultaneous fetal growth restriction should be included [8] .
Overall, current screening guidelines are easy to apply in everyday practice as they are not based on complicated risk equations but mainly on the existence of one or two risk factors. The selection of those risk factors is mainly based on the difference in the average risk between exposed and non-exposed women, which is normally appraised by measures of association like the odds ratio (OR). However, this form of screening could be criticized, as previous methodological studies [9] [10] [11] [12] have stressed that measures of association alone are inappropriate to discriminate between individuals who will subsequently suffer a disease from those who will not. Actually, what it is often considered as a robust association (e.g., OR!5), is related to a rather low discriminatory accuracy due to a high false positive fraction (FPF) and/or false negative fraction (FNF) in the population [9] [10] [11] [12] . Therefore, current guidelines may translate in an overdiagnosis (thereby unnecessary treatments, avoidable monitoring, and increase parental anxiety) or, on the contrary, underdiagnosis that may prevent a close follow-up of patients at risk of PE.
A suitable approach to improve discriminatory accuracy in clinical decision making could be to adopt the perspective of precision medicine [13] aiming to better understand individual heterogeneity in PE risk and, thereby, achieve a higher predictive accuracy. Therefore, the objective of this study was double. Firstly, using measures of discriminatory accuracy, we aimed to question established risk classification guidelines for PE. Subsequently, we aimed to apply two alternative definitions of high-risk. The first was based on specific combinations of risk factors selected by random forest analysis [14] and the second was based on predicted probabilities derived from multiple logistic regression models.
Methods

Population and study design
This study is based on the Swedish Medical Birth Registry (MBR) that includes detailed and standardized information on nearly all pregnancies in Sweden culminating in delivery. Overall, the quality of the register is rather high as described elsewhere [15, 16] . Using the unique Swedish personal identification number, the National Board of Health and Welfare and Statistics in Sweden linked the MBR to the Patient register that records all inpatient and outpatient hospital diagnoses. In addition, the longitudinal integration database for health insurance and labour market studies (LISA) records information on socioeconomic factors. Data is codified by a personal identification code without access to the real personal identification number in order to protect the participants' anonymity. The regional ethical review board in southern Sweden approved the database use and did not required the explicit informed consent from women.
We identified all the 938.932 deliveries recorded in the MBR from 1 st January 2002 to 31 th December 2010. We decided to restrict the analysis to deliveries from Swedish mothers that has been residing in Sweden for more or equal to 5 years in order to improve the homogeneity, completeness and validity of the information. To prevent that the same episode of PE counted twice in multiple pregnancies, only one children were randomly selected among those belonging to the same pregnancy. The flow diagram of the study population is shown in Fig 1. The final study sample consisted of 626.600 pregnancies, representing 67% of the initial population. The prevalence of PE was close to 4% in both the final sample and the original population. Characteristics of the included and excluded population is shown in supplemental data (S1 Table) .
Assessment of variables
The main outcome of our study was PE or eclampsia defined as a diagnosis coded O14 or O15, respectively, according the International Classification of Diseases 10 th version (ICD-10). In this manuscript both pathologies are named PE. PE was recoded as positive whether it was present in the MBR or in the Patient register from 20 weeks of gestational age and up to six weeks after delivery. Gestational hypertension (ICD-10 code O13), chronic hypertension with proteinuria (O11) and edema and proteinuria (O12) were included as non-PE. Non-specified hypertensive disorder (O16) was considered as HBP. When the same patient was categorized as Gestational hypertension and PE was included as PE as previous studies with the MBR [17] . All the exposure variables were dichotomized in order to follow a similar approach as in current clinical guidelines and categorized as: maternal age into <40 or !40 years, educational achievement as 11 years or !12 years of formal education obtained the year before the delivery and family situation as cohabiting with the child's father or not. The presence of disease (ICD-10 codes) was identified at the first antenatal visit, at the hospital discharge after delivery and/or during a five-year period before pregnancy, and was considered as positive whether it was present in the MBR or in the Patient register. The codes obtained were: HBP (I10-I15)), DM (E10, E11-E14)), CKD (N18, N19)), and autoimmune diseases including systemic lupus erythematosus (M32) and rheumatoid arthritis (M05, M06). There were only 26 pregnancies with antiphospholipid syndrome (D686), therefore it was included together with autoimmune diseases. Obesity was defined as body mass index (BMI) ! 30kg/m 2 [17] [18] [19] . Information on smoking habits before pregnancy was self-reported and concerned the status up to 3 months before pregnancy, and dichotomized into smoker (including mild: 1-9 and heavy !10 cigarettes per day) or non-smoker. Previous PE was defined whether O14-O15 codes were present in the Patient register from 270 days and up to five-year period before birthdate. Parity was dichotomized into primiparous or multiparous. Pregnancy characteristics included multiple pregnancy, conception by assisted reproductive technologies (ART) and gestational diabetes (O24).
In the MBR, the data concerning the current pregnancy is collected prospectively, before onset of potential adverse pregnancy outcomes, which prevents recall bias. PE diagnose is noted by the responsible doctor at discharge from hospital. The information about chronic hypertension and other maternal demographic, clinical and reproductive characteristics are recorded by a midwife during mother´s first visit for antenatal care. Then, the data is forwarded to the MBR where the information is computerized. The records are standardized and are identical throughout the country, which minimizes information bias.
Statistical analysis
Stratified analysis by parity. To decide whether to perform the analysis in the overall population or stratified by parity, we explored the interaction effect between each factor and parity by adding one interaction term to the baseline logistic model. Each model was specified as i = 1 if nulliparous and 0 if multiparous, and j = 1 when the risk factor was present and 0 otherwise. Then, OR11, OR10 and OR01 was obtained, OR00 was considered the reference category. Multiplicative interaction was determined by the ratio of Odds ratio (ratio of ORs = OR11 / (OR10 x OR01), directly obtained from the output of multiple logistic models. Additive interaction was determined by the relative excess of risk due to interaction relative to the risk without exposure also called Interaction contrast ratio (ICR = OR11−OR10−OR01+1), using the regression coefficients and covariance matrix obtained from the multiple logistic regressions. When the confidence interval did not include the value of one or zero, the interaction was considered statistically significant in the multiplicative or additive scale, respectively. The interaction was classified as positive in the multiplicative/additive scale if ratio of ORs>1/ ICR>0, negative if ratio if ORs<1/ICR<0 or absent if ratio of ORs = 1/ICR = 0. As significant modification was found in both multiplicative and the additive scales, all analyses were stratified on parity, also considering that previous PE can only be present in multiparous woman.
The prevalence of risk factors in women with and without PE was calculated using point estimations and confidence intervals. Logistic regression analysis was performed to obtain crude and adjusted ORs stratified by parity. Starting from a saturated model containing all the variables, a backward elimination strategy was applied to construct the final multiple regression model. A significance level of 0.1 was defined to exclude variables from the saturated model. When the confidence interval did not contain the null, the difference was considered statistically significant. Since the data was correlated (children from different pregnancies clustered within mothers) we obtained robust standard errors and 95%CI. Models fit were compared by Akaike information criteria (AIC). Thereafter, a variable based on the number of current risk factors [4] [5] [6] (i.e. previous PE, CKD, autoimmune disease, DM, HBP, !40 years old, obesity, multiple pregnancy and including ART and gestational diabetes) was created and then we explored whether their combinations could increase the risk of PE by subgroups of parity. Smoking, cohabiting and education achievement were included as covariates in multiple logistic regression models.
Current and new definition of high-risk groups for PE. To identify women at the highest PE risk, we first adopted a similar approach as that used by current guidelines [4] [5] [6] , and recreated three different classification of high risk of PE as having 1) one risk factor, 2) one major or two moderate and 3) one major including multiple pregnancy as explained in the introduction section. Information on family history of PE and pregnancy intervals was not available in all women. We included instead gestational diabetes and conception by ART as moderate risk factors. Then, random forest (RF) [14] was performed to guide variable selection for specific risk combination. The RF analysis also included smoking habits, cohabiting and education achievement. In short, RF fits many classification trees by randomly selected predictors and creating different trees by bootstrapping techniques. For this reason, RF produces more stable and accurate predictions than a single tree analysis. This algorithm allowed to identify the most important variables for splitting the data and therefore were subsequently used to create subgroups. RF are covered in more detail elsewhere [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Finally, we also created subgroups of risk based on predicted probabilities derived from multiple logistic regression model. For this purpose, the predicted probabilities were dichotomized using three cutoffs and those women (> 95, >97 and >99 centiles) were considered as higher risk.
Discriminatory accuracy of high risk groups. The discriminatory accuracy of the highrisk definition was determined based on a 1) single risk factors, 2) recreating three guidelines approach described above [5] [6] [7] , 3) subgroups generated using RF and 4) individual risk probabilities predicted by multiple regression analysis. As previous PE and HBP are usually well recognized by clinicians as very important risk factors for PE, we additionally evaluate the performance of the selected combination of risk factors among those without these conditions. For the same reason, an additional analysis was performed to identify combinations of risk factors associated with a higher risk of PE among those without major factors.
The absolute risk (AR), attributable risk (AF), true positive fraction (TPF), false positive fraction (FPF), and likelihood ratio (LR) were calculated. Briefly, the LR shows the probability of having or not the risk factor (i.e., positive or negative) in patients with PE and compare to the probability of the same results in patients without PE. The null value is 1. In general, a LR+ >10 is considered high enough to rule-in PE, 5-10 moderate and 2-5 small [21, 22] . The established criteria to rule-in PE is a LR+ > 10 and LR-< 0.2 to rule-out the disease with confidence [7] . We also evaluated the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and TPF for a FPF of 10% of the multiple logistic regression models. To consider the assumption of independency for RF, we chose one birth randomly from each multiparous mother. This strategy was also applied to obtained the measures of DA but the results were similar than those obtained keeping the clustered data. Therefore, we reported all results keeping the clustered data in multiparous. Analyses were performed using STATA 14 (Statacorp, College Station, Texas, US) and the randomForest Package in R version 0.99.893 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Results
Heterogeneity of risk factors for preeclampsia and parity
Preeclampsia was present in 3.83% of the population. The characteristics of the deliveries in multiparous and primiparous are presented in Table 1 . Primiparous women presented a higher incidence of PE, lower education, and higher rate of no cohabiting with children's father, smoking before pregnancy and conception by ART when compared to multiparous. The rest of the risk factors were higher in multiparous group with the exception of autoimmune diseases that showed the same prevalence in both groups. In the overall population, DA of primiparity in relation to PE was rather low with a LR+ of 1.48 (1.46-1.49) and a LR-of 0.62 (0.61-0.63).
An interaction effect was observed between each traditional risk factors and parity, in one or both scales. The effect of risk factors on PE was lower in nulliparous than in multiparous. The lowest ICR (ICR<2) was observed for the interaction of parity with HBP and with multiple pregnancy. An opposite direction of the interaction measures was observed between parity and diabetes and between parity and smoking.(S2 Table) . 35 .45% of PE cases occurred in pregnancies without a known risk factor in multiparous and in 64.75% among primiparous. Tables  2 and 3 show the relationship between PE and sociodemographic, pre-pregnancy and pregnancy characteristics among multiparous and primiparous women, respectively. In multiparous, all variables were positively associated with PE, with particularly strong associations for HBP, previous PE and multiple pregnancy. In both groups, the risk of PE was lower in smokers, while autoimmune disease was no longer associated with PE after adjustment. Despite the heterogeneity of the effect by parity, the direction of associations observed in multiple model was similar but family situation remained significant only among multiparous. The adjusted OR associated with unspecific combination of risk factors was greater in multiparous than in primiparous, even when the analysis was restricted to those mothers without previous PE (S3 Table) . For illustrative purposes, Fig 2 shows the magnitude of OR (in logarithm scale) with the increment of the number of clinical risk factors stratified by parity.
Accuracy of current definition of high-risk groups
Concerning a single factor, a LR+ around 10 was only present in multiparous women with HBP or previous PE. No one of the studied variables showed a LR-lower than 0.2 (Tables 2  and 3 ). Table 4 shows the DA of the high-risk definition analogous to the current guidelines approach. The higher sensitivity was observed when at least one risk factor was present. The inclusion of multiple pregnancy or two moderate risk factors reached similar DA. In the overall population without a major risk factor no one combination of moderate risk-factors reached a LR!10 neither a LR 0.2 (S4 Table) . The combination of primiparity and multiple pregnancy showed the higher OR, DA (LR+ = 6.66) and absolute risk or positive predictive value (AR = 18.61%).
Accuracy of an alternative definition of high risk for preeclampsia in multiparous vs primiparous Fig 3 shows the most relevant variables for classifying women in relation to their PE risk according the results from the random forest analyses. Previous PE was the most relevant variable among multiparous while obesity was the most relevant variable in primiparous. In multiparous, a combination of multiple pregnancy and obesity with HBP or previous PE was related to the greatest PE risk with an OR above 50 (Table 5) . Any combination of a risk factor with previous PE or HBP also presented a LR+>10 (data no shown). In those without previous PE nor HBP, a LR>10 was also observed when multiple pregnancy and obesity were simultaneously combined with: DM (n = 9, LR+ = 18(3.5-81.1), ERC (n = 4, LR+ = 19.7(2.05-189), ART (n = 59, LR+ = 30.3(17.6-51.9) or >40 years (n = 41, LR+ = 12.2(5.39-27.4)). Among those without major risk factors, we also observed that only specific combinations of risk factors were associated with a greater risk of PE (S5 Table) . Among those that were spontaneously conceived without major risk factors, multiple pregnancy and gestational diabetes was also associated with a higher risk in non-obese mothers (n = 22, LR+18.30(6.75-49).
Regarding primiparous, the combination of multiple pregnancy and obesity increased the risk particularly in the presence of DM. The combination of HBP and multiple pregnancy also presented a LR>10. A moderate LR was observed in those with HBP and obesity, DM and obesity and DM with multiple pregnancy. There were no patients with these 4 factors neither with the combination of DM, HBP and multiple pregnancy. In the absence of HBP, the combination of multiple pregnancy and obesity with gestational diabetes reached a moderate LR+ (n = 9, LR+ = 8.71(2.18-34.8) but a predictive value of 33%. In primiparous with no major risk factors, no one combination reached a LR>10 but a moderate LR was observed when multiple pregnancy was present in mother older than 40 or with obesity. The AUC and sensitivity for the model including all variables was higher in multiparous when compared to primiparous (Table 5 ). Based on multiple regression model, those with a predicted probability>97 centile showed a LR>10 in multiparous (Table 6 ). In primiparous, those with a predicted probability >99centile showed a moderate LR+. The absence of any single risk factor, neither specific combination nor lower centiles from multiple regression model, reached a LR-below 0.2 in multiparous and primiparous. A summary of the highest risk group is shown in Table 7 . 
Discussion
Our population-based study confirms previous associations between PE and traditional risk factors, alone or in simple combinations. As recently recommended [23] , we complement measures of associations with measure of DA. When doing so, we found that neither single risk factors alone nor their unspecific combination had an acceptable DA. Therefore, their use in clinical practice may lead to both over and under diagnoses and, thereby, unwanted consequences like over and under-treatment with LDA. However, by using machine learning techniques (i.e., RF) and stratification for parity, we inform the existence of individual heterogeneity in PE and identify specific combinations of specific risk factors with a high LR+ that permit a more assertive PE risk assessment for specialist referral and LDA prescription. Additionally, we demonstrate that a more extreme cut-off of the individual probabilities predicted by multiple logistic regression analysis is needed in primiparous when compared to multiparous in order to predict PE with confidence.
Risk factors
Our results are compatible with previous findings reporting a positive association between PE and low education [17] , maternal age [24] , previous PE, HBP, CKD [25, [26] [27] [28] , ART [7] , multiple pregnancy [29] [30] [31] , DM and obesity [26, 27, 30] and a negative association with smoking before pregnancy [32] . To our knowledge this is the first study reporting an effect modification of parity by other risk factors which also justify the stratified analysis. The effect of traditional risks on the incidence of PE was lower for nulliparous than for multiparous. HBP and multiple pregnancy showed the highest negative effect on the additive scale, which highlight the importance of these risk factors mainly among multiparous. These results could be explained, at least in part, by the shorter time of exposure or less severity of diseases in nulliparous, which tend to be younger than multiparous. The interpretation of the interaction with opposite direction in the multiplicative and additive scale needs caution, and biological plausibility should be taken into consideration. For example, in the interaction between diabetes and parity, negative additive interaction seems more biologically plausible than a positive multiplicative interaction. We also found a dose response association between the number of risk factors and PE risk in multiparous, describing almost a linear trend. A non-linear effect was observed in primiparous, suggesting that the combination of clinical risk-factors among multiparous imply a more deleterious effect than in primiparous, most probably explained by the presence of previous PE only among them.
definition is used interchangeably for further screening tests and for prescription of LDA. However, we demonstrate that the predictive accuracy of this current practice falls to reach the standard cutoff for acceptable discrimination [7] . For example, in the whole population, primiparity vs multiparity is currently considered as a moderate risk-factor. However, our analysis indicates that its LR+ is very low (i.e., LR+ = 1.48). Besides, among primiparous, the existence of another independent risk factor did not improve PE prediction which seriously question the use of this condition alone or in unspecific bivariate combination for specialist referral or prescription of LDA. Likewise, obesity provided a LR+~2 and OR~3 among multiparous, (3.84-16) however in those with multiple and HBP pregnancies the presence of obesity rises the LR+ from 8 to 40. This assumption of homogeneity is one limitation of current high risk definitions for PE. That is, any single major or any combination of two moderate risk factor carries a similar PE risk and this risk is the same in multiparous and primiparous. Accuracy of a new definition for high-risk groups. Applying different approaches (i.e., stratification, multiple logistic regression and random forest) we identified specific combination of risk-factors that provided a higher discriminatory accuracy to rule-in PE with confidence. For instance, among multiparous, any bivariate combination including HBP or previous PE reached a LR>10. There are few studies analyzing the impact of combinations rather than a single factor in PE risk. Interesting, despite CKD has been considered a major risk factor for PE, our results are in accordance with a previous study reporting that only those with the simultaneous presence of HBP are at a higher risk of PE [33] . We additionally identified a higher risk in those with CKD, multiple pregnancy and obesity even in the absence of HBP or previous PE. Among those without major risk factors at least three rather than two moderate factors are needed to reach a LR+>10.
In primiparous, only "rare" combinations of risk factors achieve a LR>10, particularly multiple pregnancy with HBP or with the simultaneous presence of DM and obesity. However, some combinations with a moderate LR provided an absolute risk above 30%, i.e. obesity with HBP or with DM. As observed in multiparous, the combination of multiple pregnancy and obesity was associated with an increased OR and LR+, particularly among those without major risk factors. This finding might suspect the role of volume overload in the pathogenesis of PE as a hypertensive disease [34, 35] . Other factors could be needed to improve the prediction in this group. For example, a recent study in primiparous healthy women [36] has pointed out a higher risk among those with systolic blood pressure>120mmHg and maternal low birthweight, or in those with family history of PE and vaginal bleeding>5 days. We speculate that the increment in the number of risk factors might leads to an increment in preventive treatment and self-care, which could simulate the flattening in the risk of PE when three or more factors are present in primiparous. (Fig 2 and Table 6 ). The contribution of traditional risk-factors to the DA for PE was modest as previously reported [37] . Using different prediction rules, the TPF varies from 18-31% for a FPR of 10% [30, 38] . In our study, the AUC was significantly lower in primiparous reinforcing the necessity to identify new risk-factors in this population. These results are in contrast with a recent study reporting a similar AUC in multiparous and primiparous [39] . However, that study was performed in a higher risk population and included biomarkers, therefore results are not directly comparable. Our results agrees with Poon et al [24, 40] demonstrating a better DA from multiple regression models when compared to NICE recommendations, but we additionally identify a different cut-off of the predicted probability in multiparous and primiparous to predict PE with confidence.
Despite the improvement in model fit when the subgroups were incorporated in multiple regression models, the sensitivity (TPF) and specificity (TNF) remained constant. This can be explained by the low prevalence of high-risk subgroups in the population. Contrarily to general belief, the TPF and the FPF depend of the prevalence ratio [41] . That is, the ratio between the prevalence of the risk factor and the prevalence of the disease. For the same prevalence of a disease, a risk factor with a lower prevalence (i.e., combination of risk), is related with a lower TPF and FPF when compared with a factor with a higher prevalence (i.e. single risk), since neither many cases nor many controls can be exposed to such combinations. Then, a large subset of non-exposed women develops PE possibly because of the existence of other factors that were not included in this analysis. Therefore, the DA of rare combination is generally low at the population level but could be high to predict PE at individual level.
Some researchers have pointed out that measures of association alone are unsuitable for discriminatory purpose [9, 23, 42] . OR is obtained by multiplying sensitivity and specificity (TP Ã TN/FN Ã FP). Then, the same OR can be obtained with very different scenarios of sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, the traditional OR approach prevent a more personalized medicine. Therefore, we propose the use of measures of DA to disentangle the utility of a risk-factor for screening or treatment purposes. The main advantage of LR versus sensitivity and specificity is that clinicians can use them to quantify the probability of a disease for an individual patient. The LR summarizes how many times more (or less) likely patients with the PE are to have that particular risk factor (or combination) than patients without the disease [21, 43] .
Strength and limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first study explicitly focused on understanding heterogeneity in PE risk in order to identify high-risk subgroups of PE by combining specific risk-factors. While most previous studies have provided risk equations for the whole population of women [24, 44] or mainly focused in primiparous [36] , we stratified the analysis by parity. We included all pregnancies even in the presence of congenital malformation (ICD-10 codes Q00-Q99) or HBP to extend the results in real clinical settings. Additionally, we included post-partum PE that is usually excluded when data is exclusively based on birth registers. As there are many possible combinations of variables, we used a machine learning approach by RF algorithm as a guide to identify the most important variables for subsequently generate subgroups at a higher-risk of PE.
This study also has potential limitations. First, we have excluded missing data, but we cannot assure that missing values were completely at random even if included and excluded deliveries were balanced concerning the prevalence important risk-factors. Second, we had no information on interventions during pregnancy, such as aspirin prophylaxis. At the study interval, there was no preeclampsia screening in place, however, some patients at risk were possibly on LDA treatment, particularly women with prior preterm preeclampsia, i.e., probably around 2%-5% of all preeclampsia cases, which might bias the estimations towards the null in this population. Third, we were not able to evaluate all possible combinations of moderate risk-factors reported in published guidelines, neither include the histories of previous PE from longer pregnancy intervals. Fourth, we have not validated our finding in a separate population or by mean of bootstraps so we cannot rule out that our multiple regression model might be overfitted and the AUCs overestimated. This is particularly important with the results from the smaller subgroups that may be the product of overfitting and may not readily reproduce in other study samples. We have used dichotomous variables in other to adopt a similar approach as that used in current guidelines, however ordinal or continuous variables could produce more precise estimations. Finally, even though the quality of the MBR seems appropriate [15] , our results need to be validated in other populations.
Conclusions
No one risk-factors alone or unspecific combinations reached an acceptable accuracy, and !3 moderate risk combinations are needed in those without major risk-factors to reach a LR+> 10. Consequently, current approach based exclusively in OR, might be associated with inefficient specialist referral and unnecessary treatment with LDA. The prediction of PE was improved with a more individualized approach, by identifying specific combinations or by defining a differential cut-off to the distribution of the predicted probability for multiparous and nulliparous obtained by multiple regression analysis. However, the absence of any single neither relevant combinations were enough to rule-out the disease. The identification of such specific subgroups can improve the reliability of LDA prescription, but those with any single risk might need further screening. Our results contribute to a more personalized risk estimation of preeclampsia. 
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